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‘Digital monopolies’

• Not just monopolies on the exploitation of digital objects (e.g. digitized works), 
but monopolies over (certain) uses made possible by digitization

• (As far as copyright works are concerned:) the ‘in-copyright / public domain’ 
divide is of no guidance

• Legal / economic / technological monopolies?

• Similar (but not akin) natural monopolies



British Library / Google Agreement, 30 March 2011 
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• Directive 96/6, Art. 7(1) (sui generis database right)

• CJEU Innoweb 2013 (C-202/12): ‘Meta search engines’ infringe database 
right if they

i. offer the same functionalities as

ii. transfer data in real time from

iii. present results in an order that reflects similar criteria as those of

…the search engine of a protected database

Extra-layer of protection (in EU)



• Unfair competition protection against ‘parasitic copying’ (look-alike) –
applicable to search results? (Cf Hogan Lovells Final Report on Parasitic 
Copying for the European Commission, MARKT/2010/20/D)

Extra-layer of protection (in EU)



Search engines organize the world’s information etc…

Are books and cultural artifacts part of the world’s information in the same way 
as web pages are?

Books, journals, etc. = ‘discrete documents that operate with internal cohesion 
more than external linkages’

Google’s search algorithms, while effective (yet imperfect) for something as 
dynamic and ephemeral as the Web, are wholly inappropriate for stable texts 
such as books (Siva Vaidhyanathan, The Googlization of Everything (and Why 
We Should Worry), Berkeley: California University Press, 2011, 171)

Indexing



How many ways to ‘organize the world’s information’?









Beyond indexing and search...

‘We’re not scanning all those books to be read by people. We’re scanning them to be 
read by Artificial Intelligence’ (Anonymous Google engineer, early 21st Century BC)



Beyond indexing and search...

• Search engine optimization

“the very worst [search] algorithm at 10 million words is better than the very best 
algorithm at 1 million words” (Objection of Yahoo! to Settlement Agreement, Authors 
Guild v Google, No 1:05-CV- 08136, 8 September 2009, p. 25)

• TDM-based technologies (e.g. statistical machine translation, OCR, voice recognition 
algorithms, ...)

• Blue skies research on large corpuses of texts (‘digital humanities’ or ‘culturomics’)



End of the ‘enough and as good’ provision?

Nor was this appropriation of any parcel of land, by improving it, any prejudice to any 
other man, since there was still enough and as good left

Nobody could think himself injured by the drinking of another man, though he took a 
good draught, who had a whole river of the same water left him to quench his thirst. 
And the case of [automated and systematic access to digital copies], where there is 
enough of both, is perfectly the same.”

Locke, Second Treatise of Government, Chapter V, paragraph 33 (revisited)



Unlocking digital monopolies

• Reducing time-limit of preferential uses (from 15 to 7 years – as per Recommendation 
2011/711, Rec. 9) – how effective?

• Antitrust measures: doctrine of essential facilities (aka ‘refusal to license’ – ECJ 
Magill, C-241—242/91P) – how realistic?

• D.O.Y. measures – e.g. Internet Archive hosting ≈ 1M public domain books 
downloaded from Google Books and uploaded on their servers by users

• Compromise solutions: treating digital repositories as public goods – enabling public 
participation in the way information and knowledge are organized and shared


